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As a conscientious and organised Media Producer, I 
am eager to continuously strengthen my knowledge 

and learn new skill sets. I love to do this by practising 
with new technologies and methodologies within Higher 

Education and Media industry. I am driven by new 
challenges that enable myself to work within a fast 

paced, innovative environment with others colleagues 
or independently. 

My experience from working within 
Higher Education, such as Coventry University, has 

allowed myself to shape my abilities to think creatively, 
work efficiently and effectively to project deadlines, and

be adaptable to new changes to open doors for 
collaboration.        

Profile

Employment & Project History
Student/Graduate Media Production Assistant (2015 - 2016)

 Innovation & Community Assistant (2016 - present)
Disruptive Media Learning Lab (DMLL), Coventry University

I’ve been at the forefront of most of the digital media content that has been produced, 
edited and published online under the university department. Those mediums

range from events, e-Learning tools, case studies, websites, promotional project videos 
and animations. I actively create design flowcharts, scripts, storyboards, 

handover papers and other resources to create mediums focused on new teaching 
and learning practices, from hybrid tools to active learner-led activities. I act as 

the first point of contact with internal and external project matters where I am to apply 
my knowledge and skillsets.  

Peer Mentoring Programme x Vygo  |  2020 - 2021: 
 I was in regular contact with Coventry University London campus through 
the duration of the Peer Mentoring programme pilot, which was supplied 

and supported by Vygo. I liaised with both Coventry University London and Vygo 
on student mentor progression for the online course which was developed on 

Thinkific with assistance from Coventry University Students’ Union. 
The online course that was designed by myself and the Innovation & Community 

Development Officer was then adopted by Vygo to host the peer mentoring course 
materials and contents through their internal systems for mentors and programme 

leads to access.

E-DigiLit  | 2020 - ongoing:
I’ve been working on the Erasmus+ project since November 2020, where

 myself and another colleague co-wrote a lesson plan as part of a module for the
online course to be distributed across the European partners’ universities

and organisations. Since the course OER materials have been written and approved,
I have been working on the development, facilitation and administration of the 
Microsoft Teams channel alongside the Innovation Lead of the project, where I

schedule and record workshops, and act as the first point of contact to students
participating with the extracurricular activity.

Virtual Escape Rooms  |  2020 - ongoing: 
I have been involved with the co-design and development of virtual escape rooms
(VERs) alongside the Faculty of Health and Life Science’s Sports Coaching team. 
Here, we designed, wrote and piloted the VERs with their first-year students. After 
gathering positive responses and data from the pilot, the Sports Coaching team

continued to use the OER learning object for a second year running.
Since its creation, it has been adopted by the Erasmus+ project, Escape Racism to be

used within their toolkits, and have co-presented an academic paper on the
learning object at the 15th European Conference on Games Based Learning.

TEDxCoventry | Media Team Leader
January 2018 - September 2018

I worked as a volunteer as one of the Media Team Leaders for TEDxCoventry, which
took place on 18th June 2018 at the Belgrade Theatre in Coventry. My responsibilities were 

to attend regular meetings with the organisers, prioritise and organise the equipment 
setup, equipment inventory, and recruitment of additional videographers for 

the event. During the editing process, I was responsible for sequencing and applying 
TEDx’s branding guidelines within the videos for online publication on YouTube’s platform.   

Freelance

As a conscientious and organised Innovation & Community Assistant, 
I am eager to continuously strengthen my knowledge and learn new skills. 
I love to do this by exploring new technologies and methodologies within 

Higher Education for teaching and learning purposes.

I am driven by new challenges that enable me to work within a fast-paced, 
innovative environment with colleagues or independently. 

 Working within Higher Education at Coventry University has allowed me 
to shape my abilities to think creatively, work efficiently and effectively

to project timelines, and be adaptable to new changes that open doors 
for collaboration. Within my university department, I am surrounded
by a variety of initiatives that broaden pedagogy practices, which

are then distributed across the wider group and enhance engagement, 
and teaching and learning.

https://twitter.com/SAndrewsMedia
https://www.linkedin.com/in/sarah-k-andrews/
https://sarahandrewsmedia.com/



